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Detection of parallel functional modules by
comparative analysis of genome sequences
Huiying Li1, Matteo Pellegrini1,2 & David Eisenberg1
Parallel functional modules are separate sets of proteins in an organism that catalyze the same or similar biochemical reactions
but act on different substrates or use different cofactors. They originate by gene duplication during evolution. Parallel functional
modules provide versatility and complexity to organisms, and increase cellular flexibility and robustness. We have developed a fourstep approach for genome-wide discovery of parallel modules from protein functional linkages. From ten genomes, we identified
37 cellular systems that consist of parallel functional modules. This approach recovers known parallel complexes and pathways,
and discovers new ones that conventional homology-based methods did not previously reveal, as illustrated by examples of peptide
transporters in Escherichia coli and nitrogenases in Rhodopseudomonas palustris. The approach untangles intertwined functional
linkages between parallel functional modules and expands our ability to decode protein functions from genome sequences.

Organisms maintain families of similar yet distinct gene sequences–socalled paralogs. Paralogs originated by gene duplication and evolved
through a variety of gene-rearrangement mechanisms1. It has been shown
that 50% of prokaryotic genes2,3 and over 90% of eukaryotic genes4
are generated from gene duplication. During evolution gene products
may acquire new substrate or cofactor specificities, altered recognition
properties, new interacting partners and otherwise modified functions1.
Parallel functional modules may arise when a set of proteins that function
together in a pathway or complex are duplicated and modified. The discovery of frequent gene duplication in genomes suggests that many genes
encode proteins with at least partially redundant functions. This partial
redundancy in the functions of parallel modules offers flexibility at the
biochemical level, a buffering effect for the system and better adaptation
of organisms to their environments.
Previously, Kelley et al5. identified paralogous pathways from protein
interaction networks constructed from experimental data on budding
yeast. They developed a network comparison method to graphically
align protein networks from different organisms in a pair-wise fashion. To search for potential paralogous pathways, the authors aligned
the yeast network to itself, and required that pairs of nodes (proteins)
have sequence similarity with BLAST6 E-values no greater than 10–10 and
that the edges (interactions between proteins) are conserved between the
paralogous pathways. Three hundred high-scoring alignments of paralogous pathways of length four were discovered in the study.
Here, we explore the possibility of detecting parallel functional modules directly from genome sequences. This approach can be applied to
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organisms whose genome sequences are available. To date, more than 200
genomes have been fully sequenced and several hundred genomes are in
the process of being sequenced. Most of the genome sequences are readily
available from public databases and represent a much broader spectrum
of organisms than do large-scale experimental data, which are available
only for a limited number of model organisms.
Several computational methods based on the genomic context have
been developed to infer functionally linked proteins. It has been shown
that the performance of these computational methods in inferring protein interactions is quantitatively comparable to, if not better than, the use
of genomic-scale experimental data7. Among them are the Phylogenetic
Profile method8, which identifies the protein pairs that co-occur in various genomes, the Rosetta Stone method9,10, which identifies the protein
pairs that fuse into a single polypeptide in another organism, the Gene
Neighbor method11,12, which identifies the protein pairs that reside in
close chromosomal proximity in multiple genomes, and the Gene Cluster
method, which identifies the protein pairs that are likely to belong to the
same operons based on the intergenic distances13,14. The availability of
these computational methods makes it feasible to infer the proteins in a
pathway or complex directly from genome sequences.
The four-step approach
Our approach for genome-wide discovery of parallel functional modules
involves four steps (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1 online). In step 1,
we calculate functional linkages15 for all possible protein pairs in the
query genome by comparison with the proteins encoded in 82 other
fully sequenced genomes14 (Supplementary Methods online). Linkages
are between the proteins from the same organism only. Functional linkages are calculated by the Phylogenetic Profile8, Rosetta Stone9,10, Gene
Neighbor11,12 and Gene Cluster methods13,14 (Fig. 1a). The output of
this step is a binary description of the linkage between every pair of proteins encoded in the query genome. If the two proteins are linked with
a confidence above the chosen threshold, the linkage is 1; otherwise, the
linkage is 0.
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Figure 1 The four-step approach for detecting parallel functional modules.
Final networks of parallel
(a) Step 1. Infer protein functional linkages between protein pairs from
Protein 5
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Protein 2
functional modules
computational methods. The Phylogenetic Profile method8 infers linkages
9,10
infers
by protein co-occurrence in genomes; the Rosetta Stone method
Protein 8
Protein 3
linkages by the observation that in another genome the proteins are fused
together; the Gene Neighbor method11,12 is based on close chromosomal
positions of two gene-encoded proteins in various genomes; and the Gene Cluster method13,14 infers linkages based on short intergenic distances between
two genes in query genomes. (b) Step 2. Construct a symmetric matrix (number of genes × number of genes) to represent the inferred functional linkages
between protein pairs (left). The proteins are then hierarchically clustered based on the pattern of their linkages to other proteins in the genome, generating
a clustered genome-wide functional linkage map. The map shown on the right is a part of the E. coli K12 genome functional linkage map. The clustered
map is composed of clusters with linked proteins arrayed near the diagonal (upper left to lower right). The chromosomal order on the rows and columns is
lost after clustering. (c) Step 3. Search visually for off-diagonal cluster patterns—the signature of parallel functional modules—in the clustered functional
linkage map. (i) A typical cluster pattern for pathways and complexes. (ii) An off-diagonal cluster pattern for three parallel functional modules each with
two major components. (iii) An off-diagonal cluster pattern for two parallel functional modules each with three major components. Note that in (ii) and (iii)
proteins within a subgroup are linked to proteins in the other subgroup(s), but not to each other. (d) Step 4. Manually extract the proteins and their functional
linkages encoded in the off-diagonal cluster pattern from the map (step 4.1). Match module partners and remove linkages between parallel functional
modules that arise from paralogous relationships using gene location relationships (for prokaryotic genomes) or coevolution relationships (for eukaryotic
genomes) (step 4.2). Finally, proteins that are linked to module components but not included in the off-diagonal cluster are added (proteins 2 and 8 in
shaded circles), yielding a functional linkage network for the parallel functional modules (step 4.3).

In step 2, we construct a matrix of functional linkages for the query
genome and group proteins based on the similarity of their functional
linkage patterns using a hierarchical clustering algorithm16 (Fig. 1b and
Supplementary Methods online). The symmetric matrix of functional
linkages is composed of 0s and 1s, which are calculated in step 1, representing the absence or presence of functional linkages between protein
pairs. Proteins are initially ordered sequentially in rows and columns
according to their gene order on the chromosome from the first to the
last gene. We remove the rows and columns that have no functional linkages to any other proteins in the genome to reduce the size of the matrix.
Next, we hierarchically cluster the matrix columns and rows based on
the correlation coefficients16. The output is a new matrix with reordered
columns and rows where proteins with the same cellular functions or in
the same pathways or complexes cluster together. The reordered matrix
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can be visualized as a heat map, which we named a ‘clustered genomewide functional linkage map’17. The map is composed mostly of small
clusters of highly linked proteins (Fig. 1b). Typically, clusters show up
on the diagonal of the map (arbitrarily from upper left to lower right
in our map) because of the symmetry of the functional linkage matrix
(Fig. 1c (i)).
In step 3, we visually search for off-diagonal clusters within the functional linkage map. The off-diagonal cluster pattern is a signature of parallel functional modules, as explained below (Fig. 1c (ii) and (iii)). Unlike
typical clusters, which consist of one group of proteins with similar
functional linkages, off-diagonal clusters consist of two or more distinct
subgroups of proteins. Each subgroup is a collection of the equivalent,
usually paralogous, components in parallel functional modules. Proteins
in the same subgroup usually are not functionally linked to each other
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Table 1 Thirty-seven cellular systems of parallel functional modules from ten genomes
Genomes
Bacteria

Escherichia coli K12

Protein clusters with parallel functional modules

Previously described

1. Peptide transporters1

1. Partially described28–32

2. Ribonucleoside diphosphate reductases
3. Heat shock proteins

3. Described41

4. Pyruvate dehydrogenases

© 2005 Nature Publishing Group http://www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Escherichia coli O157:H7

1. Tail assembly proteins
2. Tail assembly chaperones
3. Sugar transporters
4. Branched-chain amino acid transporters

Rhodopseudomonas palustris

1. Nitrogenases1

1. Partially described36

2. Aromatic compound degradation pathways

2. Described36

3. Multidrug resistance efflux pumps
4. Transposases
5. Glutamate synthases
Sinorhizobium meliloti

6. Two-component systems

6. Described36

1. Transposases

1. Described42

2. DNA replication proteins
3. Flagellar proteins
4. hemK
Archaea

Pyrobaculum aerophilum

1. Ferredoxin oxidoreductases
2. Carbon monoxide dehydrogenases

Eukaryotes

Methanocaldococcus jannaschii

1. Restriction enzymes

Saccharomyces cerevisiae

1. Helicases
2. Heat shock proteins

1. Described43, not all found
2. Described44

3. Unknown pathways
Caenorhabditis elegans

1. Described45

1. Myosins
2. Pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzymes
3. ATP synthetases
4. Monocarboxylate transporters

4. Partially described46

5. Heat shock proteins

5. Described47

6. Unknown pathways
Drosophila melanogaster

1. RNA polymerases1

1. Described22–26

2. Rab3GEF
3. Heat shock proteins
Arabidopsis thaliana

3. Partially described48,49

1. Pectinesterases
2. Glucanases

2. Described50

3. Heat shock proteins

3. Described51

4. Unknown pathways
The modules were revealed by off-diagonal cluster patterns in the functional linkage maps. Each cellular system contains two or more parallel functional modules.
1Details

of the RNA polymerases from D. melanogaster, peptide transporters from E. coli K12 and nitrogenases from R. palustris are illustrated in Figures 2–5.

as indicated by the black squares in Figure 1c (ii) and (iii). Proteins in
different subgroups, however, are functionally linked as indicated by the
off-diagonal red squares in Figure 1c (ii) and (iii). Functional linkages
among the proteins from different subgroups suggest that the proteins
in one subgroup are functional partners in a pathway or complex of the
proteins in the other subgroup(s). As the methods used to infer functional linkages do not always distinguish between paralogs, a protein is
often linked not only to its pathway or complex partner but also to the
paralogs of that partner. This results in tangled linkages between parallel functional modules. Many of these linkages are spurious and need to
be removed.
In step 4, to untangle the intertwined functional linkages among parallel functional modules, we manually match the module partners from
each subgroup and remove functional linkages that result from paralogous relationships (Fig. 1d). In prokaryotic genomes, the products of

genes that reside near each other on the chromosome are likely to interact
with each other within a pathway or complex11,12. We thus pair the proteins whose genes are located in the same region on the chromosome,
sometimes in the same operon, from different subgroups. All the proteins
in a functional linkage map are from the same genome. Therefore, it can
be determined whether two genes are in the same region of the chromosome, meaning that the genes are neighbors but do not necessarily belong
to the same operon. We infer whether two genes are in the same operon
by computing their intergenic distances and the probability of observing the genes belonging to the same operon14. For eukaryotic genomes,
we compare the phylogenetic distance matrices of the protein sequences
from the two subgroups, and pair the proteins with the closest phylogenetic distances18,19 (Supplementary Methods online) as explained in
detail below in the example of RNA polymerases in Drosophila melanogaster. The assumption underlying this distance-based approach is that
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proteins that function together evolve at similar rates during evolution.
By aligning the phylogenetic trees of two groups of interacting proteins,
we can often identify the correct pairings between the group members.
For the prokaryotic genomes whose operon information is not sufficient,
the phylogenetic distance method can also be applied to pair the proteins. After we match functional module partners from each subgroup,
we remove the links between parallel functional modules that arise from
paralogous relationships. Thus, intertwined networks are separated into
parallel functional modules. To make the modules complete, we fill in
the proteins that are functionally linked to other proteins in the module
but are not included in the off-diagonal cluster. The final product of
this approach is a refined protein interaction network revealing parallel
functional modules encoded in the genome (Fig. 1d).
Using the four-step approach, we analyzed the genomes of ten organisms, including four bacteria (Escherichia coli K12, Escherichia coli O157:
H7, Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Sinorhizobium meliloti), two archaea
(Pyrobaculum aerophilum, Methanocaldococcus jannaschii), and four
eukaryotes (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila
melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana). The results are summarized in
Table 1. We discovered 37 cellular systems that have two or more parallel
functional modules, many of which are novel. Some of the parallel functional modules are found in multiple organisms. To our knowledge, ten
of the 37 cellular systems have been described in the literature. Another
four have been partially described previously but we found new members
of them with our analysis. The functional modules in one previously
described cellular system were partially recovered in our analysis. The
rest (60%) of the 37 cellular systems with parallel functional modules
that we identified have not been previously detected in these organisms,
as judged by a PubMed search. Three examples of parallel functional
modules are discussed below in detail.
RNA polymerases in Drosophila melanogaster
As an example to illustrate our four-step approach, we start with the
well-characterized case of RNA polymerases. Biochemical and genetic
analyses have established that eukaryotic RNA polymerases I, II and III
are evolutionarily related20. The core enzymes of these polymerases are
composed of two large subunits that are homologous to the two largest subunits of prokaryotic RNA polymerases21. The D. melanogaster
genome functional linkage map revealed an off-diagonal cluster pattern
composed of two subgroups of three genes (Fig. 2). One subgroup is
composed of the second-largest subunits of RNA polymerases I, II, III22,23
and the other subgroup contains the largest subunits of RNA polymerases24–26. To match the largest subunits with their cognate core enzyme
partners, we calculated the phylogenetic distance matrices and aligned
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Figure 2 RNA polymerases display a parallel complex pattern in the
clustered genome-wide functional linkage map of D. melanogaster. The
map shown on the upper left is a symmetric matrix with proteins in the
rows and columns in the same order. Each red square corresponds to the
presence of a functional linkage between the protein in the row and the
protein in the column, and each black square corresponds to the absence
of a functional linkage. All the largest and second-largest subunits of
RNA polymerases I, II and III are clustered together. The second-largest
subunits form subgroup 1 and the largest subunits form subgroup 2.
Within each subgroup, the three proteins are from RNA polymerase I,
II and III, respectively. Without knowing the protein functions except
the gene names, we generated the phylogenetic distance matrices for
the proteins in the two subgroups shown on the upper right panel. The
numbers in the matrices represent the sequence distances between the
protein pairs. We aligned the two matrices to identify interacting pairs.
The three resulting complexes turned out to be the correct complexes of
RNA polymerases I, II and III core enzymes.

the two matrices to identify the interacting pairs (Fig. 2). The three pairs
of RNA polymerase subunits are correctly matched. Therefore, in this
example of our approach, we not only detect these parallel complexes in
the genome of D. melanogaster but also correctly assign the components
of each complex. A similar result was found by Kelley et al. using their
network alignment–based method in yeast5.
Peptide transporters in Escherichia coli K12
Three previously known peptide transporters and three unknown transporters were revealed as parallel complexes by an off-diagonal cluster
pattern on the functional linkage map of E. coli K12 (Fig. 3a). These
proteins belong to the 79-member ATP-binding cassette (ABC) protein
family, the largest paralogous family of proteins in E. coli27. The three
previously known peptide transporters are Opp28, Dpp29 and Sap30,31
proteins. A nickel transporter (Nik proteins) is also included in the cluster because of its sequence similarity to the peptide transporters32. In
addition, we found three sets of uncharacterized proteins in the cluster
(B1483-B1487, B0829-B0832, YejABEF). These proteins had been annotated in the NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/
MICROBES/Complete.html) as putative transport proteins without
specified substrates. Because these complexes are parallel to the known
peptide transporter complexes, and share a similar operon structure as
well as a similar network of functional linkages (Fig. 3b), we infer that
these proteins are putative peptide transporters. The seven transporters
found in the off-diagonal cluster are complete members of ABC subfamily 2 in E. coli, classified based on specific transmembrane domains and
periplasmic-binding proteins of the transporters27. Thus, the four-step
approach was able to separate the seven ABC transporters out of 79 paralogs in the E. coli genome. The result is consistent with the classification
of ABC transporters based on sequences. In this case, we can also infer
the individual role of each protein in the previously uncharacterized
transporter complexes based on their membership within the observed
subgroups. The peptide transporter cluster shows three subgroups. The
three subgroups correspond to three major components of the transporter complexes and match the predicted cellular localizations of those
components (Fig. 3a). For example, the first subgroup includes all the
B proteins of each transporter, and they are all predicted by PSORT33 to
reside in the inner membrane. These B proteins probably all function as
the permease in the transporter complexes.
Nitrogenases in Rhodopseudomonas palustris
In R. palustris, one of the most metabolically versatile bacteria, we
found two new putative nitrogenases in addition to three known ones
(Fig. 4a). Previously only three types of nitrogenases have been found in
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all N2-fixing organisms: Mo-Fe nitrogenase (nif genes), V-Fe nitrogenase
(vnf genes) and Fe-Fe nitrogenase (anf genes), classified according to the
cofactors in their active sites34,35. The two new sets of putative nitrogenases that we labeled as Xnf and Ynf were not turned up in a previously
reported genome annotation of R. palustris36. Two neighboring ynf genes
were annotated as homologs of the proteins from two different types of
nitrogenases: the cofactor synthesis protein N of V-Fe nitrogenase and
the α-subunit of Mo-Fe nitrogenase. In our analysis, these two genes are
assigned as the α- and β-subunits of Ynf nitrogenase based on the parallel
functional module pattern. This example demonstrates that pure homology-based methods can miss new members of parallel functional modules
when the sequence similarity between members becomes less certain.
Sequence analysis of the new putative nitrogenase proteins suggests
that these previously uncharacterized proteins are likely to form functional nitrogenases or nitrogenase-like protein complexes. The gene components of the putative new nitrogenases are similar to those of the three
known nitrogenases (Fig. 4b). They all have the necessary structural genes
for a functional nitrogenase: the α- and β-subunits of the dinitrogenase
and the nitrogenase reductase (the iron protein). The cofactor synthesis
proteins E share sequence and structure similarity with the α-subunits
and their genes probably evolved from the same ancestor37. Based on
the protein sequence alignment, we constructed a protein tree of the
α-subunits and the cofactor synthesis proteins E of nitrogenases from
R. palustris and Azotobacter vinelandii, which is shown in Figure 4c. The
α-subunit of each known nitrogenase from R. palustris is clustered with
the corresponding one from A. vinelandii. The α-subunits of the two new
putative nitrogenases from R. palustris are clustered together as a separate
branch from the other α-subunits. A key residue, Hisα442, is conserved
in all three known nitrogenases34. It is a ligand to the FeMo cofactor in
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DppB
NikB
OppB
1 B0831
B1486
SapB
YejB
NikE
B1483
2 OppF
DppF
SapF
YejF
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3 B1484
OppD
DppD
SapD

Discovery of parallel functional modules
Our analysis of ten genomes suggests that a given set of parallel functional
modules may be specific to a given organism, reflecting the life style of
the organism. For example, R. palustris has a metabolically versatile life
style36. It survives in diverse environments; it fixes atmospheric nitrogen
into ammonia; it uses carbon dioxide gas and various aromatic compounds as its carbon sources. Our parallel functional module analysis
shows that these aspects of the organism are reflected in its genome as
multiple parallel pathways or complexes of transporters, multidrug efflux
pumps, nitrogenases, nitrogen utilization enzymes and aromatic compound degradation enzymes (Table 1). Another example comes from a

Function
Cellular localization
Dipeptide transport system permease protein 1
Inner membrane
Transport of nickel, membrane protein
Inner membrane
Oligopeptide transport permease protein
Inner membrane
Putative transport system permease protein
Inner membrane
Inner membrane
Putative transport system permease protein
Inner membrane
Peptide transport permease protei n
Inner membrane
Putative transport system permease protein
Cytoplasm
ATP-binding protein of nickel transport system
Cytoplasm
Putative ATP-binding component of a transport system
Cytoplasm
ATP-binding protein of oligo peptide ABC transport system
Cytoplasm
Putative ATP-binding component of dipeptide transport system
Putative ATP-binding protein of peptide transport system
Cytoplasm
Inner membrane
Putative ATP-binding component of a transport system
Inner membrane
ATP-binding protein of nickel transport system
Cytoplasm
Putative ATP-binding component of a transport system
ATP-binding protein of oligo peptide ABC transport system
Inner membrane
Putative ATP-binding component of dipeptide transport system Inner membrane
Cytoplasm
Putative ATP-binding protein of peptide transport system

The three known peptide transporters and the nickel transporter

Oligopeptide transporter

the active site of the Mo-Fe protein34,35. This residue is missing in the new
putative nitrogenases; however, there are other histidine residues available around the equivalent sequence position of Hisα442. It is possible
that the new putative nitrogenases may use different metals or cofactors
for catalytic activity or they may perform some new biochemical activity
evolved after gene duplication. These computational leads can be pursued
experimentally to determine the specific functions and cofactors for these
new putative nitrogenase proteins.
The five parallel sets of nitrogenase proteins are clearly depicted by the
inferred functional linkage networks shown in Figure 5. Before untangling
the functional linkages among parallel functional modules, one would have
confronted a massive network of nitrogenase proteins containing many
spurious linkages as shown in a. After applying the four-step approach,
the network relationships among the nitrogenase proteins become clear,
including their module partners and their paralogs in other modules.
Notice that some cofactor synthesis proteins can be shared among different nitrogenases38. This could be true for the new nitrogenases as well.
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B1486
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Figure 3 The peptide transporters in E. coli K12
display a parallel complex pattern. (a) The clustered
genome-wide functional linkage map of E. coli K12
showing peptide transporters. Three known peptide
transporters in the E. coli genome (Opp, Dpp and
Sap), the nickel transporter (Nik), and three sets of
uncharacterized proteins (B1483-B1487, B0829B0832, YejABEF) were clustered together. Three
subgroups corresponding to the three components
of the transporters are shown here as indicated by
numbers 1–3 and by the dendrogram on the top.
The first subgroup (black text) is composed of mostly
permease proteins of the seven transporters. The
second (red text) and the third (cyan text) subgroups
are composed of the ATP-binding proteins of the
transporters. On the right, the cellular location of
each protein predicted by PSORT33 is shown. Most of
the proteins in the same subgroups are predicted to
have the same cellular locations. (b) The functional
linkage networks of the peptide transporters in
E. coli derived by the four-step approach. Five
(Opp, Dpp, Sap, Nik and B1483-B1487) of the
seven parallel complexes shown here have the same
network structures. We infer that the previously
uncharacterized proteins (B1483-B1487, B0829B0832, YejABEF) in the cluster function as peptide
transporters, too. Notice that the upper left corner
of the functional linkage map contains some red
squares, which are not consistent with our ideal
schematic off-diagonal cluster pattern. These show
that the proteins DppB, NikB, OppB and B0831 are
functionally linked, although they are in the same
subgroup. This effect arises from the coevolution
linkages among the four proteins. These extra
linkages are removed in step 4.
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XnfK
XnfH
AnfH
AnfK
VnfK
AnfG
VnfG
VnfN
NifK
NifN
NifH
YnfN
YnfK
Rpal3597
Rpal2654
Rpal2652
XnfD
YnfE
YnfD
AnfD
NifD
VnfD
VnfE
NifE
VnfX
Rpal2706
Rpal2704
NifX
Rpal1062
NifQ

NifD_Av
NifD_Rp

1

2

b

Name
XnfK
XnfH
AnfH
AnfK
VnfK
AnfG
VnfG
VnfN
NifK
NifN
NifH
YnfN
YnfK
Rpal3597
Rpal2654
Rpal2652
XnfD
YnfE
YnfD
AnfD
NifD
VnfD
VnfE
NifE
VnfX
Rpal2706
Rpal2704
NifX
Rpal1062
NifQ

Function
Putative X nitrogenase β-subunit
Putative X nitrogenase iron protein
Fe-Fe nitrogenase iron protein
Fe-Fe nitrogenase β-subunit
V-Fe nitrogenase β-subunit
Fe-Fe nitrogenase δ-subunit
V-Fe nitrogenase δ-subunit
V-Fe nitrogenase cofactor synthesis protein N
Mo-Fe nitrogenase β-subunit
Mo-Fe nitrogenase cofactor synthesis protein N
Mo-Fe nitrogenase iron protein
Putative Y nitrogenase cofactor synthesis protein N
Putative Y nitrogenase β-subunit
Protoporphyrinogen oxidase
Molybdenum transport regulator
Ubiquinone/menaquinone biosynthesis
Putative X nitrogenase α-subunit
Putative Y nitrogenase cofactor synthesis protein E
Putative Y nitrogenase α-subunit
Fe-Fe nitrogenase α-subunit
Mo-Fe nitrogenase α-subunit
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thermophile P. aerophilum, which lives in high-temperature and oxidative
environments. Its genome encodes two parallel ferredoxin oxidoreductase complexes that were revealed in our analysis (Table 1). On the other
hand, some parallel functional modules are common to many organisms,
possibly because the functions of those modules are essential for survival.
For example, heat shock proteins have multiple parallel complexes in all
the eukaryotic genomes that we examined.
Identifying parallel functional modules can help to interpret the physiology of an organism from its genome sequences. The existence of parallel functional modules for a given function may suggest that the organism
is versatile in performing the function and could better survive in diverse
environments where the function is needed. For example, we found six
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peptide transporters in E. coli K12. Bacteria use peptides as carbon and
nitrogen sources28. Peptide transporters have distinct substrate specificities and spectra39,40. Different peptide transporters may be needed for
E. coli to survive in various environments, where available nutrients can
be different. In the case of R. palustris, the organism has four parallel
oxygenase-dependent ring cleavage pathways with different substrate
specificities36. Thus R. palustris uses various aromatic compounds as
carbon sources and survives in different environments.
Other approaches to discover parallel functional modules
Another approach to discover parallel functional modules is that of Kelley
et al5., described in the introduction, which uses large-scale experimental
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protein interaction data. Another possible
method, which uses genome sequences, as
our method does, is to combine homology
searches with gene location relationships. If the
components of a functional module are known
a priori one may identify its parallel modules
using traditional sequence alignment. One
can search for paralogs of the target proteins
in the genome and then extend the parallel
functional modules by including the operon
partners of the paralogs. This rudimentary
approach has limitations. First, it needs to have
predetermined target functional modules before
searching for parallel modules. Second, ancient
gene duplication events make it difficult to reliably detect homology among genes. Third, this
homology-based approach does not provide
much information on the network structure of
the functional modules. Fourth, it is difficult
to apply this approach to eukaryotic genomes
without a preexisting list of all the members in
a functional module, because operon structure
cannot be used for finding other members in
the parallel modules.

a

b

Mo-Fe

V-Fe

Fe-Fe

Putative (Xnf) Putative (Ynf)

Features of the four-step approach
The four-step approach offers genome-wide
discovery of parallel functional modules. It is
a discovery-driven approach unrestrained by
the need to focus on a predetermined target.
The approach uses genome sequences. Thus, it
can be applied to all fully sequenced organisms
and is not limited by the availability of experimental interaction data. The approach is also
able to identify the parallel functional modules
that are encoded in the genomes but may not
be expressed under the experimental condi- Figure 5 The functional linkage networks of nitrogenase proteins in R. palustris before and after
tions. Parallel functional modules usually have untangling the parallel functional modules. (a) Before untangling the parallel functional modules, the
partially redundant functions. The redundant relationships among the nitrogenase proteins are depicted as a massive network with many spurious
genes may be expressed only under specific con- linkages among the proteins in different functional modules. (b) After untangling the parallel functional
ditions and hence their expression may not be modules and removing the spurious linkages, the relationships among the nitrogenase modules are
depicted clearly, including the protein components in each module and their paralogs in other modules.
represented in most experimental data.
The four-step approach not only discovers
parallel functional modules, but does so in
the context of inferred protein networks, simultaneously revealing the proteins of the new putative nitrogenase Ynf based on the membership
functional relationships among the proteins within modules. The func- of the known nitrogenase proteins. In contrast, the traditional homoltions of proteins depend on their biological context—their relations to ogy-based method could not separate the two cofactor synthesis proteins
other proteins and the set of interactions that they form15. The inference for the new putative nitrogenase.
At present, protein functional linkages in eukaryotic genomes are
methods functionally link proteins that in general do not have sequence
similarity. The context and connectivity of the interactions inferred from mainly inferred based on the protein homologs in bacterial genomes.
The number of linkages is limited by the available homologs in prokarythe approach add information about the functions of the proteins.
The four-step approach can provide higher-resolution inference of otes. Thus, eukaryote-specific functional modules were not revealed in
protein functions, based on the membership of the proteins in sub- this study. As more eukaryotic genome sequences become available, we
groups, than can homology-based methods. For example, two cofactor expect that more functional linkages will be inferred from comparison
synthesis proteins E and N from the same nitrogenase share marginal of eukaryotic genomes. It is more difficult to pair the functional module
sequence similarity. Their paralogs from different nitrogenases are not partners from the subgroups in eukaryotic genomes than in prokaryotic
distinguishable because of low sequence similarity to their ancestor genomes owing to the lack of conservation in gene order. But in step 4,
proteins. Thus it is difficult to assign the function of cofactor synthesis which untangles the functional linkages among parallel functional modproteins E or N. The four-step approach sorted two cofactor synthesis ules, not only can the phylogenetic distance matrices method be used, but
proteins E and N of Mo-Fe, V-Fe and Ynf nitrogenases into two sepa- also the interacting protein pairs deduced from large-scale experimental
rate subgroups (Fig. 4a). Therefore, it distinguished the E from the N data, which are more readily available for eukaryotic genomes. Such data
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includes cellular colocalization, common transcription regulators and
cis-elements of genes, gene coexpression and synthetic lethal analysis.
In summary, our comparative analysis of genome sequences using the
four-step approach uncovers parallel functional modules on a genomic
scale. The approach reveals the functional relationships among the proteins within the modules and provides higher-resolution inference of
protein functions and interactions.
© 2005 Nature Publishing Group http://www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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